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ABSTRACT

Theory, design, and usefulness of experiments to measure effective

complex dielectric constants in foliage anC vegetation by means of

rigid open-wire transmission lines are described. The frequency ranges

30 to 75 MHz (VH1F) and 4 to 30 MHz (HF) are covered by using a 5/8-inch-

diameter, 3-inch spacing line and a 4-inch-diameter, 40-inch spacing

line, respectively. Use of these instrunents allows one to place bounds

on the macroscopic electrical parameters of foliage.

Results are presented of measurements with these equipments in

October 1965 in the Hoh Rain Forest, Olympic National Park, Washington.

There, in the most dense growth available, representative vEJlues of

effective relative permittivity ( r) and effective c'viduc*ivity (a) were

estimated to average about 1.2 and 8 X 10-5 nhos/meter, respectively.

Similar measurements made in living California foliage in midsummer 1965

yielded C r ft .1 and a ; 2 X 10-4 mho-/meter, Such differences may be

seasonal: The need for a catalog of electrica.L properties of vegetation

is indicated.

An experiment relating the density of freshly ci~t willow boughs to

the properties of the sample measured by the VHF transiission line is

described in detail. From this, it is estimated that vegetation in-

trinsic conductivities are of the order 0.03 mhos/meter, or greater. in

living willows during 141d-October. The 4 is linearly related to
it r

"biodensity" as indicated by the theory of the complex dielectric con-

stant of mixtures,

Other methods of measurement, such as the use of large capacitors

or resonant cavities, are discu•.ed.
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I I)Mtr ION

This study was undertaken tj develop -.nd test new methods of

measuring the effective complex dielectric properties of a liviikT

foliage medium, such as a for.st or jur-., ir the hope of establishilig

meaningful values of conductivity and permittiviLty, which might be

used in modeling such a medium (theorevically) for estimating its effect

on rLdio propagation. The problem of separating the effects of the

forest medium from those of the underlying earth was first considered.

Some previous investigators have used transmission-line stubs to

measure radio-propagation constanuts of earth. (See. for instance,

1irkscether 1•) Another technique for measuring the electrical corftajhtz

of earth is curve fitting of measured values of *ath loss to calculated

curves for various assumed ground constants.2 When the curve-fitting

method is used to d-'_t-7-ine the effective ground constants of forested

terrain, it is difficult to separate the effects of the earth fro:m those

of vegetation. Thus, we decided to try using an open-sire transmission

line in the foliage itself.) A rigid open-wire line (OWL. with easily

variable length can be readily prepared, inserted into ,, age of almost

any density, and--by proper connection to an iopedance-measuring device--bc

used to measure quantities re-ated to the average lielectric constant

und conductivity of the material within thc envelope of sensitivity about

the line.

T1he active sensing regions iquasi-TEN fields' of a tvo-vire open

line of sill iorder of i0- 2 kX spacing are contained within, to a good

References ar* g•ve-n at the end of the report.

SThe idea for this ipplication of opýn-wire tranonihslor. lines see
G. H. Hagn, `Transuisslon Line Measurements of Jungle Propagation

Constant, Stanfori Research Institute Project 4i4O Memorandum
,9 2eptember, 1964 .j ca"e from a discussian with Dr. John Taylor.
Universit) cf South Carolir.a, Columbia, South Carolina in tue su r

of 1964.
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approximatien, a siniasoic of revolutian about the line axis; the

reigion* of least sensitivity being In the vicinity of the voltage nodes

In the standing-wave pattern on the line. The maximum radius of effect

is found in the vicinity of the first voltage maximum of the line. The

radius of effezt varies with the standing-wave ratio an the line, the

minimus possible being about 1/2 ft for the line of about 300 f0

chaa'acteristic impedance, which we constructed for use at. VHF (see Fig. 1).

The line had a spacing of several inches and an average radius of effect

of about 2 ft. Thus, the OWL could be so positioned in a forest that it

would be relatively insensitive to the ground bel~w and the air above

the forest when they were at a distance greater than~ the maximum radius

of effect. Actually, the region of concentrated energy tabout the OL is

not large--Pig. 2* shows the percentage of electromaagnetic power carried

through acircle ogierausnormal to teconductors oftheOW

terrinated La its characteristic impedance.

The frequency range of primary interest was 25 to 100 VMz.

At 50 MEz, we fou* tlist ground effect could be eliminated entirely by

placing the transmission line f.t a height g~reater than 3-4 ft. A line

length of 0.75 X~ or more was used to provide a long sensing regionm. Since

sensitivity to the medium was negligible at a roid.us greater than 3-4 ft

about the l.ine, fringing effocts can be ignor~ed (see Fig. 1), and we can

assume that the relative dielectric constant (Cr ) and conductivity (a)
obtained with the transmission. line are the effective values for the

k air-foliage mixture near the transmissior, line.

If a portable generator is used to power the impedance meter, the

entire apparatus can be moved about within a forest to obtain sufficient

measurements to represent the average electrical character of the forest.

The sensing envelope can he shifted axially both by lengthening the

line (altering the standing-wave pattern) and by moving the enatire

apparatus, thus providing a statistical approach to the measurement.

k Calculated by Dr. John Taylor, University of South Cerolina,
Coluumbia, South Carolina.
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Alternatively, one can use a longer ilne and make fewer measurements for

an equivalent sample size. The sample size is the number of active

regions on the line per setup multiplied by the number of setups, although

the number of independent samples is probably som-what less than this

number. For example, a 1-4 line could yield two samples per setup and

the reading would give the average. Since the active region for a

short-circuited line is just the reverse of that for an open-circuited

line, care must be taken to select a sample that is fairly homogeneous

in the axial direction of the line.

It was thought that the capability for rapid measurement would be

improved if the line could be enclosed, for most of its length, within

a dielectric cyclinder of low permittivity, to allow ease of movement

in dense growth. We tested a 5-inch-diameter Fiberglas cylinder;

preliminary indications were that when the line was immersed in vegeta-

tion it give similar readings with and without the case. However, a

more complete analysis of the results indicated that the value of

obtained with the Fiberglas ik& place might be low by as much as a factor

of 2.* The same factor would apply to other parameters, such as con-

ductivity a or loss tangent 8.

We do not envision operation with line lengths greater than 25 ft

(about 1.25 to 1.5 X at 50 Mz), so that the apparatus can be hoisted

into the tree canopy to obtain vertical-profile information.

Another possible method of measuring propagation constants in

foliage that was not tried is to construct a large screen-wire cavity in

the growth and measure its resonant frequency and Q. The measurement

could be repeated (in its essentials) in air, to provide an effective

set of parameters for the foliage alone. Likewise, a large capacitor

(one-sixth of a cavity) could be used. In addition to the construction

problem, the cavity Q r-asurement almost precludes a statistical

approach--and the selection of a "typical" volume of foliage presents

*The experiment in the appendix indicated that a factor of less than
1.6 wa3 involved.

IA.
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considerable difficulties. The value of such a measurement would

probably lie in its use as an independent method of "calibrating" the

transmission line and for testing the effects of changes in air moisture

and temperature. Consequences of seasonal or artificial defoliation

at a fixed site might also be studied by such an experiment.

Besides measurements in foliage, tests in air must be made for

comparison. These should be almost identical to the foliage tests,

with respect to line length,frequency, positions of dielectric separators

on the line, and (probably) air humidity and temperature. Such control

data might be taken in small clearings of a forest.

Ie
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11 Z. T ORETCAL ASPRCTJ

A. GUIDED WAVES

The propagation of guided eloctromagnet1c waves on opt..4-wire trazaa-

mission lines depends in part upon the proprrties of the vuedlin iii which

the wires ore immersed. The equations* describi-ag waves prepagating

along a transmission line can be written-3

=gv + C- ri +L~

where

i= current

g =sucetag c per unit langth

x=distan'ne down the live

C =capacitance per unit length

r =resistance per unit length

L =inductance per unit length.

The two preceding equations can be combined to give the wave e jation.

For the sinusoidal. steady-state solution of the wave equation, It

is convenient to define a propagation "constant,- r:

In this development weassume that TKK waves propagate ock the trans-
mission line. Actually, the presence of the loony dielectric permits
a small longitudinal I component to exist, so that the waves are TV.
We consider the quast-TIN approach an extellent approximation for
foliage dielectrics, since the longitudinal cponents should average
to zero In this cose. A similar approach was used with success in
measuring dielectric properties of earth.'1

7
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r = zy anY+ ij

sech that

v2 v = r3V

where

V a v $in wt

o a attenuation constant

B a phase constant

z r + jwL = Impedance per unit length

y - g + Ju = admittance per unit length

w = 2"f = radian wave frequency

f frequency

The quantity i-_ (where z and y are defined as above) is a sig-
nificant parameter and in termed the characteristic impedance, Z 0. This

quantity is most meaningful for a modium that is at least locally homo-

geneous. The model of the foliage assumed for the following discussion

is that of a lossy dielectric slab that in locally homogeneous on a

macroscopic scale. That is, the medium can be described" by an effective

a and £ that are functions of frequency and the environment. Clearly,

such a model will not apply for all forests, frequencies, etc.

By holding x constant, the characteristic impedance, Zo, may be

obtained from two measuremnts of the open-wire line impedance: one

with shorted termination, 2 and one with open termination, Z Then,
ac, OC"

z Z tanh Tx
Mc o

Z = z coth rx

Th* permeability of the smdium is assumed to be essentially that of
a vacnum: that is, b. ý.&o 4nT X 10-7 Benry/meter

-ta
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Zo 0 (Z scl oc z a

In practice, we found thaz x for such measurements should be *4).06 to

+0.19 X different from the resonant line length* to balance open- and

short-circuit offsets (X denotes the wavelenth In 'themedium).

It is convenient to define a loss tangent by considering that the

medium through which the wave travels can be described by a complex

dielectric constant c' = e - je', where e to the usual dielectric con-

stant, and the loss tangent, 6, is thus 9 /e (that Is, the tangent of

the angle btwt.een real an Imagiary parts ol "is coplex: dieectric

constant). The meaning of this lose tangent and the relationships bo-

tween at and 8 and a and c are best seen from the following development.

From one of Maxwell's equations, 4 the curl of maguatic field Intensity Is:

-" .

andD

whereT 

i

magnetic field intensity vector

S=electric flux density vector
np t electric field intxnsity vectored

T= current density vt~ctor,

It can be seen here that r and l, both real numbers, at properties of

the dielectric mediud. For the case of a forew' eedtuh that ei locally

hoIogineous on a tacroscopic scale, they should be thougnt of as than

effective values.

dilcti ontn .' = owee6i h sa ilcrccn

sart g rally, the condition so tx ae(n, , 1)(iVs4) tun -, 1, 2i....s"ea
or X -- n + 1 / .

DueN



where c Is velocity of light @ad q in refract~vor index, and sasming

time invarisnee (0jot constant), we got

and the curl Is

-I:,

One can define a comflex diloectric conatant i€ d such t nat

j =W a + J u~

= (a €_ e)I

Defining a complex relative dielectric constint

C

r 7 - analogous to g = -T for real variables
r • r a

0 0

where

-12
0 8.84 X 10 Farad/meter (rationalized W.S units)0

we getI
aa a

r r

In these terms, th, loss tangent, 6, is 0/!%K • c/l. Obviously,r o

a quall lose tangent implies a good dielectric and vice versa. Nov, we

desire to relate this to a and t, the ,"1 and iaginary parts of the

propagation constant.

10
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For a wave propagating an 9).p (- x) in the +x diromtton, ge ts,

from the foregiong,

q w . -= +J

But q (" /

orr

_ o,-

Fo wv ropagtin as e,. (- r in th xdr• tow

c r we€
o 0)

fromth foregnoingan

~ 2

or

~2 (2ik

By equating real and imaginary parts,

IL

2 2  2  [2 (w2 ]1/2

ci ci

c90 c90

Or, for km~own a and B

2 2 (B2 
- 2)

r2

UO 0

r Thus, by use of the above equatious, determining or and 8 is equivalent

to determining z and c. The expressions separate %c that



O 2 -+ (.,!_)2]

To dettiri•ne r, howvr, a check Is quite advisable. The following

appmoxlnate approach can be used 'with confidence provided the sodium

containing the OWL to not extremely losay (that is, AUG Z 0< 100). For

the Tim mode,

•medium -2

On* can thus tune the line (using a "to•~')to short circuit resonance

and measutre the lengt~h of N (odd) qu•arter-wavelengths to find X i and

hance 0. The anbiguity represented by N above may be resolved by placing

S~a hand in the vicinity of the line as described in Sec. V1. Similarly,

open-circuit resonance at X half-wavelengths may be used. The value of

SB thus found can be used to check the value determined from the impdance

SI oasurenents.

S~The attenuation constant, a•, can also be found simply from the

SW short--circuit-resonance data, when Z is computed from otlc-. impedance

i • measurements, since at resonance : o

t ,. sin Bx cosh 44x - con 1x sah

T_ = an , = Cos Mxcosh it- sin 8 stah:e
Ssin Ox = --

Cos !x = 0 ,

i l and

ommae pcoah ch o r t anh px t ei
c sinh m o h Z

,12 -A
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*A.

The low-loss approximation may be used if Z /Z is less than 0.15,

since

t anh ax ow cr

then

z 0

The foregoing equations also apply to open-circuit resonance at N half-

wavelengths.

The corresponding relations 2or open-circuit resonance at N (odd)

quarter-wavelengths are:

- tanh axT

of t-- if L ia less than 0.15

0 0

B. CAVITY RMSONATORS

At high frequency, radiation can or reduced by the use cf resonant

cavities in place of conductors, and the development of wave behavior in

cavities Is similar to that discussed for tras.hmasion lines. It has

been shown that, for a rectangular cavity, the requireoents for resonance

are:

"1 i / 2 f2 ) 1\--/ 2

2 2.

where

itt f rosonxnt frequencyr

k 1 wavelength in the medium filling the cavity "TE 10 .ode)

t L lengtb of cavity in the diroction of wave propagation

w z width of ca-vity across the direction of propagation.

13
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The ion ttuig dimension of the cavity, height, need not be specified

for the TS~ modeA , since Its electric field mus% trminate at tbQa cavity

top and cavity bottom, regardless of tLeir separation (within reasou).

The ?310 wave In cut off at

X 2W

f I V P c

where v Is phase velocity.

Therefore the cavity cutoff freqiueucy is Independent of height.

Other considerations place bound* on height, however. Small height will

Increase the possibility of voltage breakdown across the cavý.y. It

w1l1 asao increase attenuation In the cnvity waves because of conduxctor

losses. On the other hand, large height permits propagation of hleher- ~

order modes, with consequwnt energy losses. The waveguide h~eight/width

ratio most consistent with good engineering practice is about 1:2.

lb obtain the propagatiou couistants, if the resonant frequency of

ths cavity in known,__ _ _

fL (L2 + 2 )1

an we had from' th. cavity dimensions. Then, if I, 110 and two measure-

4 ments ire made, one with air and one with foliage in the cavity, e may

be obtained as

fI 2

(rr)

where

f 0 resonant freuquency for air

f rsnonant frequency for foliage.r

14



The quality ratio, Q, of a reionant cavity Is given approximately

(at high Q values, nearly exactly) by:

1

r

where Af represents the -3-dB amplitude bandwidth of the cavity.

The Q due to an imperfect dielectric filling the resonator is given by

r o

the luss tangent for the dielectric (discussed earlier in connection with

the definitt:on of complex dielectric ,.oustant). Thus,

SC Af

r o r

and

f2

r

r

The above development provides the mean effective values of ar' at

and 6 for a homogeneous loomy dielectric enclosed by a resonant cavity

whose resonant frequency and Q are known.

Cavity Q (air dielectric) can t-. computed readi]y as a check to see

whther c cavity has high enough Q to be useful for ths type of measure-

ment described above. For a square cavity ( w):

,,i 2h + w

15
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As surface resistivity

- /So= - 3 intrinsic impedance of free space

h= cavity height

w - cavity width, length.

The calculation Zould be repeated for other dielectrics than air by

replacing v , with the appropriate 6 (which will usually be complex for

living vegetation).

C. PARALLAL-PLA'IM CAPACITORS

The dielectric characteristics of parallel-plate capacitors may be

represented mathematically by

AC = €e -

where

A = area of one plate

8 = plate separation

er = relative dielectric ccnstant of the material between
the plates.

Since

C = if
C

and (assuming A and S constant) with = 1 for air, we may find, forr
the foliag:

SCfoltae Xc air
r Cair Xc foliage

when two meaturements of impedance are mads with the capacitor, one

using air and the other using a foliage dielectric. Conductivity values

are found as follows:

If
! 16
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x
RP pp

o r

a

ar r o Rr If a paralleled istpedarce bridge is used
p p

or

a = usE- e 4f a series impedance bridge such as the
c General Radio 1616-A is used

where R and C are the shunt values for an HC parallel combination
p p

(such as one would measure with then Boonton 250A RX motor) of ihpedance

components measured with foliage as a dielectric. 7b be precise, one
!should account for the fact that the capacitor does not have infinite Q
when filled with the air dielectric. However, when the Q of the capacitor

loaded with foliage is much less than in air (by a factor of 10 or more), V
the error thus introduced is negligible for our puarposes.F

In practice, it may be necftsary to form the condenser with a taper

in each plate to provide a symmetrical feed at high frequencies. In

such a case, all the plate area may not be equally active in the measure-

ments, and the following equation should be used for

C A A X
C f a a a

where

f afoliage-dielectric measurement

and a &D air dielectric measurement,

the value of c thus obtained being used to find a
r

17
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The area A fcan be cslcpilated from the dimensions of the portion of

the parallel-plate capacitor that enclomes the foliage. Rut A must bea
wmasrod, siace It Includes the tapered portion of the capacitor input

as well. 7ben A b ecnme the effective ares of one side of a parallel-a
plate capacitor of the sam. thickness, 8, used In measuring the foliage,

sand which has the sume capacitance as that found for air (C3 )

A
aa

It may be possible, however, to trim the foliage so that the ratio of

CIS gives C directly as for the come of truly parallel plates.

D. PROPEETIS OF TMI VMXL DIELBCTRIC-SLAB MEDIUM

If the foliage is considered to present a uniform dielectric medium0

of permeability p = p (4Tr X 10 -7H/rn), then only the mesa effective
values of the dielectric constant, e, and the conductivity, a, remain

K to be specified. This may be done by noting that the dielectric-slab

medium is a model for a mixture of two media--air and foliage--and by

determining the constants for the equivalent medium.

Dielectric propertion of .iixtures are discussed in the Nncy'-lopedia

of Physicss as Iullows:it

Iat the elements of a mixture have dielectric constants

vith the corresponding elements occupying fractions of the total volume

pi F *.F
1' 2'"' i

A more comprehensive model for a forest medium, having move properties
of dielectric lenses, has been proposed by Pounds & Lc Grome.Ii This discussion was first brought to the attention of the authors by
Dr. Bernard Lippmarn of Defense Research Corporation, Santa Barbara,
California.

I1
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Then the mean dielectric constant, em is bounded by a> I >

where

n

C = C F (dielectric sleba in parallel)

and

\ -l
( Fi (dieýectric nlmbe in series)

With the replacement of g by a in the above relation, the equations

apply to conductivity. In the case of a mixture containing air, bow-

ever, the lower limit of the 1.iern conductivity is zero, so

m a

where

ne= Y aiF1
Ea

If shapes and orientations of constituents can be specified, the

two limits discussed above may be abandoned in favor of a discrete solu-

tion of the mixture problem.

!f the vegetation has a relative dielectric constant of 80, cor-

responding to that of water, and occupies a fraction F of the total

volume fF << 1), the limits on c become

C
~79F) > >

0

SDvelopuants of this approach may z)e found in .efs. 7 and 8.

toe



It Is the c tivIty of the foliage, the limits on an are

avF> > > 0

ImImbering that the complex relative dielectric constant was given as

I a
a * -j

r r we
0

We can estimate that, for the mixture,

aF
9' 1 7) - j -L- t-- (1+7 )- -

r w

the upper limits on a and 9 being taken as approximate values. To gain

and B for the mixture, recall that

2 1/2

b2 {[.2 ( a j+N= c r\e r
+5K

() 2 y PY

a, an oet at

NOW let CI. zo, nnote that * = (1 + 79F) 1 when F << 1. Thus2 r

the expression for B becomes simplified at high frequencies when losses

are not too great (that is, when uo >>). For thiv case,

2

1<,"

and we may estimate that

S+ 79)l/
0

ar + 7(y)-( sc +(1 +( 9)-(1/))

2 I.-to .*.
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Assuming 79F << 1, and using the first-order terus of the binomial

expansion, we further approximate:

2"
94 r- ( + 39.3F)

0

S60TT Z(Il-39.5F)

R. SCA~rlNG

The bounds given on c and £ in Sec. 1I-D are strictly correct only

in the case cf lc" frequencies (kr - 0, where kr - 2r/rA° and r is the

longest linear dimension of the vegetation). A more accurate determina-

tion requires a solution of the scattering problem that the actual ve,.

tation presents.

We note, without formal proof, after a development by Lippmann,=t

that if f(s) is the forward-scattered amplitude, the complex propagation

constant defined in Sec. II-A is given by

+rJ d), f( 8)

where d is the dnasity of scattering elements.

If the volume per scatter element is V, and the fractional volume

(with air in mixture) is F = dV, we have the same problem as that treated

under dielectric mixtures and can develop

F%
v LrImaginary part of f(s)] nepers/neter

F fractional volume, as before.

A realistic mode! of a ýrest as a dielectric could not be readily

handled mathematically, Empirical investigation in situ is
necessary.

Dr. Bernard Lippmann. "rho Jungle as a Commication Network,"
working paper, Defense Research Corporation, Santa Barbera
(September 30, 1964), Private Coimunication.
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For a scatterer having dimensiana much smaller than the operational

wavelength. we can calculate f(s) readily by using the spherical Born

approximation to give a rough correction. The result io

Imagivary part of f(s) ir3 wa
0

which combines with the first expression to gIrve

~6OI6U-

This Is the su as the expression for cr developed In See. II-D, if

4 am I [that Is, if (I 39.57) . 1).

The above development assume* that the field within the scatterer

to the same *as that outside It. A fIret-order correction to this

asmtoInto adutteapiueo h nenlfedby a factor,

2/(1 /s), orrspodin tothe ranmisioncoeficentwhich governs

'etransmission from vacuum Into a dielectric slab of relative dielectric

constant a If the scatterers Pro spheres of radiu~s r, we find that
the r
teabove result for or must be multiplied by the factors

2 3 r2Lcos krij k

r 0

In the limit as kr -. 0 (low-frequency approximation), only the 1!irst

factor is used, the remainder approaching unity.

F. QUlAirrATIVt ISTMMAT1KS OF TUR PMDPV.TIIS OF TIM DMIL-TUC-SIAB uwM.

We a&e now In a position tn assign reasonable values to hs param-

eters 6eveloped above, In order to estimate the magnitudes of or and8

in the mod-l:-

22I



(1) For the fractional volu~e of vegpetation, lot

F 10-3

(2) For the permittivity of folta,, we use that of water,

r = r80

(3) For the conductivity of folige, we tatioate frol tables

giving fresh lake water conductiviti4es (the foliage %,sy

actually have greater conductivit.ye

-3

= 10 1 ho/meter

v

(4) For the radius of spherical scattering elients, uotler

the upper limit of the approxlimatgonw and asstmiabn

r << X:

r = U. 1 metert

(5) The operating frequency is taken as 50 MHz fl 0 6 meters).

The-.

a =o 1075 ho/imeterv

The scattering correction factor is 0.964,t and the estimated value for

attenuation is found as

ey r4 OrT (0.964)

-3
• 1.82 X 10 neper/meter

W e subsequently found v > 10-2 maho,,meter in the experiment described
in the Appendix.

The radius of such a scatterer required to cause a 10-percent correc-
iton (that is, a scattering farctor of 0.9) is abtout 0.101 meter at

50 MHz 10.0172X).

23
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ftr cupetrlan, we ccmputo a by the apvroximation of Sec, I-D, which

jeglects cattsrtig:

1 o. 6OrtZ (I + 79F)"(i1/2)

of 1.81 X 10.3 neper/aeter

ftr n approximate value of 5, we hive, from Sec. II-B,

r, ( , + 7F) 1/2
0

o 1.09 radian/moter

This last value corresponds to an effective relative dielectrin constant

of 1.08 for the foliagq/air mixture. 1'

lI

I
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i
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III EXPERIMENWTAL E.JUIPMMET

A. VHF OWL AA)D ACCESSORIES

The basic instrument required for the two-wire open-transmission-

line measuremnents is an impedance b-dge with a wide dynamic range and

accuracy better than I percent. We have used a Boonton RX-meter

(Model 250-A), having a frequ'ncy range of 5 to 250 WIz and capable of

accurate measurements from about 20 2 to 10 ki. With the use of a

4:1 coax balun impedance transformer to match the balanced transmission

line to the unbalanced RX-.eter input, the Boonton instrument's range

nas been quite satisfactory above about 40 Mvz. A General Radio im--

pedance bridge (Yodel 1606-A) has been used at the lower frequencies.

Several half-cavelength 1resonantj coax Lalun transformers were

made for trial (25-, 50-, 75-, and 100 MWz) iurposes, but only the

50- and 7 5-Xiz baluns have been used extensively in measurements tu

date. AT resonance, the baluns have a transfer ratio of very nearly W)D

4.O,AfU5 ,'0 All baluns vere cut from RG-8/AU cable and fasier.ed to the

b. dge .hrougt N-type connectors. Severcl toroidal baluns have been

wound to give transfer ratios of 1:. These cR- be u'-xd with both

bridge,;.

The coay baluns are attached by thumbscrews to an input adapter

made of two threaded 3-inch sections of 5/h-inch tubing. This short

adaptcr sect.on is treated electrically as pr.rt of the balun !and -is

included as such when the beluns 4ere trimme to their resonant lengths".

A sp.;re adapter section, identical with that junt described, is used in

tuning the Impedance ,ridge to the resona.nit frequency of the balun before

connection is made to the transmis:'ion-line a•aembly.

The balanced *Tanimisslon line was Kade of 5/8-inch brass tubing I
cut in 1-a'ter sections with threa.!ed joiý,ts. Termination is effected I
b,- us...- a trombo"ne section with 9'16-inch brass tubing sliding in the

1._-; ý-e-ction of 5/8-inch tuoing, variable in length by about 3/4 meter.

25 I



The chanre in conductor radius at the sliding Joinc is 0.028 inch. The

tzd of the trombone section can be le.t open cy be shorted by a 15-inch

aluminum disc atvauhed by thumbacrews. (See figs. 3 through 7 for

details.)

The two conductors of the transmission-line assembly are held et

a 3-inch spaciag by styrofoam (iscs (2-by-5-inch diameter) bored to

accept he tubiag. This spacing w&s selected as a ccApromise between

., lossier (radiaticn) wide spacing aid the undesirable p-.oximity effects

arising from close spacing. The input nc'•per Ad termiul trombons

tubes were force-fitted 'Into Micrta (9 = 4.6) spacers of 3/tinch

thickness for rigidity. The styro..:am ýsi acers (r = 1.03) slin over

the tubing r .d fit snugly inside a cylindrlcal Fiberglas casing (1/16-

inch tlJck and 5 inches in di~mieter) which protects the tubing, improve'

ease of handling, and can be removed after insertion oi the OWL into

the sample.

For the 3-inch spacing, the characteristic impedance may be calcu-

Slatod from geometrtcal congiderations, as folln's:

Z 0 276 = 2710

where a is the conductor radius and S is the conductor spacing. The

measured values were soma'wat higher than this, probably because ot tae

finite conductivity of brass Rnd the effect of the spacers and insulation

coativg. They fell in the range of 295 to 330n.

The spacers are placed at about 1-meter intervals along the traz-s--

migsion line, and each is supported by telescoping phenolic tubing,

which car. be forced into the ground. The terminal spacer ia !.eft un-

supported. The supports may be adjusted in height from 4.5 to 6 ft.

Ten .tandard 1-meter tubular-conductor sections and two C.5-meter

conductor sections were -abricated to allow 50-MHz measurements to be

made with a 1 '-\ (6-.hiter) line, if desii-tble. Except for the inner

26
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trombone Sections, all conductor tubing was sprayed with Krylon * to

resist corrosion (the line has since been silver-plated).

In Several instances (Sec. IV-C, Appendix) we have used the trans-

mission line enclosed in the thin-walled Fiberglas cylinder to allow

insertion into extremely dense vegetation. The cylinder has often been

supported by vegetation. We have actually used two Fiberglas cylinders,

one 4 meters long, with an additioral cylinder 2 meters long that can

be sleeve-fitted as an extension to cover the trombone termination.

This case allows for rapid experimental setup, but we advocate its re-

moval if accurate estimation of foliage effects is desired.

B. BFOWL

Several lengths of standard 4-inch aluminum irrigation pipe have

been fitted with bleeve connectors and are being used as a transmission

line probe at frequencies below 30 MHz. Connecting surfaces were silver-

plated to prevent galling and corrosion. The apparatus is shown in

Figs. 8 and 9.

Twelve 20-ft sections of the pipe provide a two-conductor trans-

mission line 120 ft long (36.6 meters) and measurement capability down

to about 1 MHz. The aluLinum-pipe line is not tunable; it is terminated

by a shorting bar of the same pipe stock, or by two 24-inch open-end

extensions which compensate for the electrical length of the shorting

bar. A large alumini'u. plate has also been used as a shorting device,

'iith no change in performance.

Although spacers can be used with this transmission line, if

desired, generplly .ey will not be needed, because the spacing is main-

tained at appriximately 40 inches by placement of the support posts.

(With this line spacing, the characteristic impedance of the line should

be 359C in air.) These posts are made of 8-ft oak poles--with metal

The t:foct on conductor capacitance of a thin lay, )f insulation is
negligibl, as may be seen from the development o -- ,f. 9.
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FIG. 8 HF OWL SHOWING TOROID RALUN WITH SPREADEn EXTENSIONS
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box sleeves with clampe for height adjustment. The sleeves, 8 ft long,

materials were treated with moisture-resistant sealer paint. The staximumii

at greater heights, the pipes can be spread with styrcfoam spacers and

hoisted by ropes on tree-held pulleys.

For connection between the balanced aluminum line and the impedance

bridge, several toroidal baluns were wo~und. The toroids held a fairly

S~constant impedance transformation ratio of about 0.95/-180 over thej

! ~range 1 to 30 M•z. The upper limit of the operating fre~quency range of

the large aluminum transmission line has been estimated at 30 M/lz.

Use of this large aluminum-pipe line with support posts pre-

supposes that a volume of failry homogeneous fnliage about 10 by 50 by

10 meters can be found, over nearly level earth. If the transmissionn

line is suspendied by ropes, only a group of tall trees is required.

C. PARALLEL-PLATE CAPACITOR

A large capacitor having parallel plates 4 by 7.5 ft and a "tapered-

feed" input funnel, as siowVa in iig. IV was fabricated, witn pnrallel

plates 1 ft !ýpart and input via coax from a General Radio bridge
(Model th,-A or 1601). This capacinto the eat-er wi "sandwich" pyo

(standing on its edge) a volume ow livtng foliage tripmed in a hedge

shape. Bridge measurtmentd of this foliage dJelectrpc, taken togeiher
with measurements of air dielectric under similar conditions of gfe metry

and relative humidity provide tcae electrical properties of the foliage

as developed in Sec. e-C. Cut foliage pecked between the capacitor

jplates has c etn measuted in the same wayl In either case, the result

Is a value for the effecxive complex dielectric constant ove the

foliage/air mixture filling the capacitor.

lon f35
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This capacitor is not easily handled: Its weight (up to 100 Ib)

and talk are impediments to field use. But since a capacitor hz-

very broad frequency range (VLF to IF), we have considered it as a

means for provid.aig continuity uth other (narrow-range) folýae

sensors.
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IV ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF FOLIAGE

A. 0NRAL-

Measurements have7 be~n made at 30, 50, and 75 M• with the brass

VHF line. We plan to extend the frequency range oi the daa.a as far above

and below this range as the equipment will allow. This probably means

20 to 100 MLHz for the VHF OWL, because it becomes too lossy at higher

frequiencies and cannot be easily tuned at lower frequencies, 'r-e UF OWL

h~s been used to cover the 1-to-25 MHz range.

Measurements have consisted of: °

1)T F Tr
V!

1)VFTansmission Line (3-inch spacing)

(a) Short-circuit resonance data at 3/4- and 5/4-wavelengtb•
positions, to provide X (S r) and impedance, and hence
a if Z is known.

(b) Impedance measuremerts at a posit57or0w ibout 0.06 bras

to 0.19 W p beyond the resonant ler&ch, where ta.e open- f a e
circuit asd thort-crcui i illeallew. aThiwell balanced

(that is, the sensing volume of the line is similar
ff e both terminations). These measurements of Z
and Z c providee att computatzon aZ nA

for ans indepndent determination of s and

(2) VHF Transmiss.on Line (43-inch spacing)

Measurements simillar to those described in (lb) tbu•re have

been mae. Since the line is not turable, its resonant
length is estimated by probing the standing-wave pattern,

sd thio test prequecy is adjusted slightly to give an ohti-
mum number of partial wn.velengths on the lne.

(3) Large Parallel-Plate Capacitor'

Several measurements have been made cn loosely-packed cut
foliage (a m xture of avocadot prne % hd apple). The bopghs

had been cut for about two weeks when tested. Later a test
was made on living mthee, using a larger capacitor built in
the Hoh Forest, Olympic National Park,tashi o

for an inand n' separated into ocn and € loss tangent

Cureisuofaents sin' arnt ths es rie in ( n)~j,.ehv

,conductivith is and I' b( + job ci - be presented ds iug-ctwns ptr
nu n n p n
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freuency when enough data have beeu taken over a band of f'equencies at

the saw., .ite.A The meaning of the various parai~eters is developed in

Sec. 7I and VI. Vertical bars a:te used to indicate spread in their

values, while a symbol is placed at the mean position. The maximum and

minimum limits are probably most signtficar t aspects for these data.

As discussed in detail iu Sec. VI, the upper and lower limits for

loss-related parameters (ofn an1 6n) ar.¢ obtained from two distinct,

though similar, methods of analysis. The larger values result when

normalizttion to air data is made in full. The lower values arb some-

what "forced" in an effort to minimize tho effect of axial inhomogeneity

of the aample nedium about the OWL. This is done by neglecting the

argument of Z (for the GWL in the sample) th,) second time it appears
in the normalization 3•equence. This dual analysis was applied to all

data taken after August 1965. The limits shown for earlier data repre-

sent only the spread in series of measurements for which no normaliza-

tion was made. It should be noted that normalization of these early

results, if it were possible, would increase xheir magnitudes by about

e factor of two.

The values obtained from measuremeats in foliage are to be compared

"with their counterparts obtained from control measurements in air. A

normalization procedure for relating sample measurements to air measure-

ments is presented in Sec. VI. So far, conditions under control heve

been line length (in w'avelengths), frequency, dielectric spacer positions,

kand height above earth. We have also ztxempted to "control" air humidity

and temperature by suitable scheduling of measurements, but preliminary

results indicate t.,at these last variables have little offe,;t on

measilrements.

*The subscript n ia used to indicate values that have been normalized
to air data.
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B. MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF FOLIACE IN CALIFORNIA

1. Living Foliage

Values of a and e have been obtained for two living foliage

samples and two cut samples in California. Tale I shows values ob-

tained by using the VIF transmission line, for effective attenuation

rate a, conductivity a, and relative dielectric constant *r' in den-je

pcison oak with vines and in relatively lesfi dense fern-like vegett,-

tion. Control values obtained at the same time are also shown. 7he

data were obtained in June and July, 1965. The Fiberglas case was not

used.

Table T

a, a AND e IN POISON OAK AND FERNS AT 50 Mzr

Living Vegetation 6t
(neper/meter) (mho/meter) r

Poison oak and vines 40 x 1.-3 21 X 10-5 1.1

Control 3.5 X 10-3 1.8 x 10-5 1.OL

Fern (19 - 26) x 10- (10- 15) x 1.3- 1.1 r
Control 2 X 103 1 10- 1.01

These were less dense than the vegetation containing the poison oak.

2. Time Va 'iations of the Electrical Properties
of Fresh-Cut Oak fBughs

Oak boughs cut at SRI on 21 July 1965 were used for an experiment

with the VHF line operated at 50 MHz. Control daca were taken prjnt to

piling oak limbs about the trensmission line (see Fig. 11). Measure-

monts of the newly cut foliage were ftrst made at 1300 local time on

23 July. Subsequently, measurements with the transmission line in the

pile were made at 09CO local time 26 through 30 July, and an hourly
series of tests was made on 2 August and again on 4 August to ftad

whether humidity effects were evident. Results of these last measure-

ments are shown in Fig. 12. Concurrently, a sample oak limb was tested

41
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LIMITS OF READINGS, 2 AUGUST "1

- LIMITS OF READINGS, 4 AUGUST:G

9-0e RELATIVE HUMID"TY 2 AUGUST 9

U e RELATIVE HUMIDITY, 4 AUGUST W
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FIG. 12 VARIATION IN AIR HUMIDITY AND ATTENUATI6N IN CUT OAK FOLIAGE

AFTER DRYING PERIOD

III

in the laboratory, where values of its dr conductivitcy wore obtained

at the some times the foliage measurements were made.

The results of the tvo experiments are summariz~ed in Fig. 13. Here,

o and t; are given just as measured. Co•ntrol values were obtained only

for the first d,.y, since it was impossible to remove the trausmission

line from the pile without voiding 'the experiment. The Fiberglits case

was not used with the OWL.

The values of ot shown for thi oak-limb 1 iboratory sample were

generated by a3snming that, the volu~me of foli~dge relative to air in
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FIG. 13 VAPIATION ,N COMPLEX DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

WITH DRYING OF CUT OAK
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tho brush pile was F = 10-2 and by using the equations of Sec. II to

estimate an attenuation, a, which might correspond (for the brush pile)

to the a obtained for the oak limb. No attempt was made to measure the

conductivity of the oak limb at VHF, but other researchers 1 0 have ob-

tained similar magnitudes for oak at HF to those we found at dc. The

actual conductivities measured from the oak-limb sample are also given

in Fig. 13.

Note that the time variations for the transmission-line values and

those for the dc conductivities are similar. The generated values of r

for the oak limb are lower than those actually measured in the brush

pile. This may be expected, for the brus.pile contained many leaves,

with higher conductivities than the woody stems, which were not included

in the estimate.

3. A Second Test Series with Cut Foliage

A similar cut-foliage test was undertaken in late August, 1965, with

"75-MHz measurements also being made. The cuttings, from avocado, pine,

apple, mahonia, and plum trees, were packed more densely than in the first

pile of cuttiAgs (see Fig. 14). In this instance, the density of the

brush was so great that the VLF transmission line was highly detuned when

measuremeuts were first attempted on 26 August (no Fiberglas casing was

used). We decided to wait over the weekend for the foliage to dry

partially. We estimated an z of about 4 on 26 August.r

On beginning the measurements 30 August, we found it impossible to

tune the line by moving the trombone section, since this meant extending

it outside the rile of foliage, thereby producing rather meaningless data.

1hus, the line was left a' a fixed length equal to the length of the
foliage pile, and only Z and Z impedances were read. Values of a

OC SC

and r computrud from the impedances are shown as a function of time inr

Fig. 15. .ince only one method of obtaining data was used, no spread

in values is shown, except for a special test on 1 Septomber, when the

line lergth was varied slightly to give different readlgs. The fluctua-

tions in a and 6r seen following the Jnitial fast-drying period (first r

two or three days) both in these data and in those z.f Sec. 17'.-B-2 ssemed
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FIG. 15 VARIATION IN COMPLEX DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
WITH D'RYING OF MIXED- CUT FOLIAGE
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unrelated to air humidity, •..:esr there is a 12-hour lag in the response

of the piled cuttings to humidity changes.

The high values for 4 (75 giz) in Fig. 15 may indicate that the
r

sedium was still detuning the transmission line i much to alloy, satis-

factory measurement at that frequency on 30 and 31 August. On the re-

maining days, s at both frequencies varid in a manner consistent with

ilrw evaporation of water.

Assuming that water accounted for most of the material in the cut-

4 foliage pile, w were able to estimate its fractional volune F by re-

verving the development of Sec. II-D. For dielectric slabs in parallel,

we obtained F = 0.02, 1 = 0.01, herzce a charge of 2:1 as the foli-max n

age dried. Similarly, assuming dielectriL 02bs in series, we found

F 0.6, F 0.4, or a change of 3:2. These are the upper and lower
max min

bounds on the dielectric behavior of the pile. The two cases indicate

that C was bvtwee.. 0.03 and 0.9 mho/me*er for the intrinsic conduct.vitv

of the foliage.

4. Parallel-Pi'atz Csmcittr Testing

Samples of foliage from the second brush pile (Sec. IV-B-3) were

packed loosely between !he parallel plates of an aluminum capacitor

(4 tv 3.5 ft oy 4 inches. with tapered feed). Species used *ere

avocadc, pine, and plum. These had bee,- cut for about two weeks wl'en

measured.

Impedances we-e' read with a General Radio •xel 1601 bridge ' through
a remote extension c•:ax'7 al 50. 75. axv. iu, ý."- with the capacitor both
h&,rizoncal and vertical (standii4 on one edge, The pos'itiur _f the

capa--tc-'r did not nignificnntlv cfle,.L tho results obtained

-Me accuracy of 'hese measureternts was poor, Thrgely :.Žecause

impedances were transforned with R _mlzh reacta- 1 '½, rulie. Values

obtained at the three frequencies were -,imilar: c was .0>JUt 1.2 and
-4 r

was al~uut .5 ' 10 mho.metes'; these are eas;o. blc orders of ma,

nitude. A more accurati. cLpaciwlr experiment wa, ,!Istgr.•rA !o• usv tn

the hield.
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C. HOH FOREST FIELD I RIALS

1. Sitka Spruce

A field site was operated in September and October 1965 in the Hoh

rain forest in the Olympic National Park. The bus used as laboratory/

livinj. quarters is shown in Fig. 16 beside the }F OWL. Measurements were

made in a Sitka spruce thicket of high-density (I to 1.5 ft between stemý-,

Ino visibi.lty) growth, with the VHF transmission line 6 ft high. (See

photographs, Figs. 17 and 18.) The VHF OWL was left in its Fiberglas

case. Surprisingly, the rain forest was relatively dry, as indicated

by the range of a values obtained (see Fig. 19); du:;t could be raised

on the foi'est floor by scuffing the moss covering with a shoe. Park

authorities indicated that rainfall had been only 0.75 inches in July

and in August, with even less prior to the measurements in September.

Normal rainfali for each of these months averages 4-6 inches.

From measurements maue before and after a 12-hour rain on 29 c-..ptember

we noted a significant difference between dry and wet climatic conditions

(thus, presumably between drier, and more moist, living plant tissue) but

found no difference between wet (24 hours after rain began) and dry

(sun-dried: 30 hours after rain) ccnditions of the surfaces of needles

an. branches.

Comparison of these results Fig. 19) with those given in Table I

for foliage growing near Menlo Park, California indicates that, although

the spruce grove in the rain forest waz consideratly more dense 'hai the

California foliage tested, its attenuation was somewhat less. These

results may reflect difference between species. between perioda in th-

growir- season (July in California, :eptexbier in the -ain forertY or in

biological adaptation to climate. Clearly. moro cataloguing of foliage

properties must be done before such results zan be interpreted ful-,-

2. Vine Maple

The VHI trarnsmission line was used as a sensor in sparse •_tn maple

4i two sites in the -Hoh Vul'_ey &.ee photo3graphs, Figg. 20, 21., and 22

on 6 October. a sunny day following three days f rain, and agh(td on

14 OU-•.ober. a rainy day. The latter 4etp was in ak slightlvy more dense

j9
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growth of maple that was subsequently tested for electrical properties

with a large parallel-plate capac3.tor. At both sites, the VHF OWL was

left in its Fiberglas case.

The results at the two sites about 1.5 miles apprt in the Hoh Valley

are compared in Fig. 23. Although the growth at Site II wa- visibly the

more dense, and even though the measurements there were taken during a

rain when foliage was thoroughly wet on the outside, attenuation at Site II

was significantly lower than at Site I, which. though dr) , was recovering

from the effects of a three-day rain.

Measurements made October 15 at Site II with a large parallel-plate

capacitor--"foliage sandwich"--are shown in Fig. 24. The capacitor was

10 by 4 ft I)y 1 ft wide, supported on sawhorses at approximately the same

position occurpied by the VHF OWL on 14 October. Obviously there was t

problem in that the capacitor was quite lossy even when operated with air

as a dielectric (we found that Its Q was never better than 22). Whatever

the cause, conductivities obtained from the capacitor neasurements were

unreasonably high at frequencies above 10 ,UHz and do not compare wel with

conductivities obtained from VHF transmission line measurements at Site II.

3. Red Alder

Both transmission lines were set up in a dense (1 to 3 ft between

stems, complete shade) red alder thicket about 20 yards from the Hoh

River (photographs of the site are shown in Figs. 25 through 30). The

instrument height was 12 to 16 ft for the HF line. The height of the VHF

line was varied from 6 to 12 ft on several occasions, without significant

ch-ni . lues _.: at.enuation , btaiud (see Fig. 31). Mhe VHF OWL

wa&; left in its Fiberglas case.

The VHF line was always set up within about 10 ft of the HF line,

!o results could ie compared, as in Fir. 32. The frequency ranges of the

two spTaratus overlap at 30 MHz.

Because the HF line is not physically tunable, cxrvrimental frequencies

were chosen to fit about (2n + 1)i •/S) wavelengths into the 18.9 meters of

line. Under these conditions, weastvrments of short-circuit and oper--circuit

impedances included approximately the same active sensali volme.
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FIG. 28 TERMINAL END, HF OWL IN RED ALDER
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Attenuation measured with the HF line in red alder on several dif-

frent days is shoun in Fig. 33. From the behavior of the control

measuements with frequency, one may infer that the large aluminum line

becomes too loasy to be used as a foliage sensor at frequencies such

above 30 Wz.

Although the alder is deciduous, it was still quite green in mid-

October. Here again, however, the range of a values obtained was lower

than that found In California in July, The alder may thus have already

entered its dormant season.

The data of Fig. 33 show m clearly defined relationship to rainfall

conditions, beyond a tendency toward higher loss on 6 October. This can-

not be definitely accounted for, 'ut we surmise that the alder grove was

so saturated by flooding of the Koh River 4 to 6 October (to a maximum

depth of 14 inches at the terminal end of the transmission line) that it

did not dry out in the vicinity of the HF line during the week of testing

(6 to 13 October).

A significant aspect of the data shown in Fig. 33 is tbh variation

of control values with frequency. Although the iP OWL became more lossy

an the operating frequency was increased toward an upper limit of useful-

ness between 30 ans. 35 Ma, this phenomenon did not affect foliage

measurements. (Obe highest frequency at which control data were taken

with the HF OWL was 23 Ms. ) Apparently, the OWL remained an accur•ate

1 as long %A tzoe * of the medium surrounding it was at least twice

as great ta tha o obtained oith the OWL in air.

4. ,unary .EofHo P.st Field Trials

With th* Axcept1.a of the parallel-plate capacitor, vs feel that the

reliability and usefulness of all the equipent tested at the Olym"ic

National Park is quite satisfactory. The operation of the equipment

was not affected by heavy rainfall, and the ttv- Tranmmission lines pro-

vided reasonably similar measurements at 30 Miz, where their frequency

bands c-er lap.
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Figure 34 is a sustary plot of effective conductivity, an, as a

fusction of frequency for all foliage samples measured In the Hob Valley.

The frequency bands covered by the VHF (brass) and 1F (aluminur) OWL's

are indicated. From Fig. 34, one can choose an average maximum value of

effoctive conductivity for the three dominant species found in the Bob

For6st, estimating a a& 3.0 x 104 uho/meter, and apply this vnlue

to theory as the upper limit of effective conductivity to be found in

the area in the month of October. This application is valid because

.. 5sur aents were made in the most dense growth (of each species) to be

found in the area. Refinement of the sampling technique to allow statis-

tical handling of the data could provide values of true mean, upper, and

lower boumbs of effective conductivity to be used in describing the Kob

Forest.

The values shown for 30 Miz and above in Fig. 34 were measured with

the VHIP line, which was used in spruce and mapli, as wu.l as in alder.

The low values cobtraned in Sitka spruce are from measurements made before

the autuan rains began. In all other cases, the earth was quite doist at

the time of measurement.

One way tc summarize the lossy behavior of the dielectric modium is
to plot the loss tangent (5 ) as a function of frequency. 7he entire

n
distribution of S values obtained from measurements in the Bo~h Forest

n
is shown in Fig. 35, which is plotted with a power scale for convenience.

Obviously, there are two definite groupings .ýn the distribution of

6 values. The maximum tarlatilm is approximately de~fined by the upper

curve in Fig. 35. which might be taken as the environamntal upper limit.

The minimum variation, somewhat better defined. asy be approximated by

the lower curve, The hyperbolic foru of the lwer curve may be more

easily seen in the Cartesaj.i coordinate Zrapt cf Fig. 36, where only the

5 a values of the lower groupln, habae been plotted. lh•ae upper and lower

limaits. separated by nearly one order of magnitude, serve to illustrate

tw techriques for analyzing 0Wý "easurýents. For the higber grouping.

Sthe data were normalize- to values obtained in air as described in

Sec. VI-D. using the full analysis. This methol. tends to stress the

-soi
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effect of axial inhomogeneity in the sample, which is reflected mostly in

AM Z for the characteristic impedance of the OWL in the bample medium.

Thus the upper limit may be thought of as representing the effective

contribution of scattered clunps of relatively dense foliage in a

definItely Inhomaganeous medium. For the lower CroLping, the ARG Z was 0m

neglected (see Sec VI-Z: in the final normalization equation for 6n
only, althougb it was included in the computation for the measured value

of r. This has the effect of minimizing imbalance between open and short-

ended conditions for the OWL measurements. Thus the lower limit might

reasonably well represent the effective loss for a system of foliage

clumps evenly distributed throughout a volume of air.

The effective permittivity, 9 did not vary appreciably in the
rn

several samples taken with the VHF OWL in the Rioh Forest. Representa- ' J

tive values fell between 1..J and 1.06, with a mean of about 1.04. We

assume this low value was caused by the Fiberglas case, since the HF

OWL measurements for the red alder typically ranged Trom 1.04 to 1.33,

with a mean Crn of 1.2. If we increase the e values for the VHF OWL

by the factor indicated in the appendix, to compensate for the presence

of the Fiberglas case, the VHF mean becomes 1.2.

Several auxiliary checks of equipment performance were made, to

ascertain how the OWL's were sensing their environment. While in Sitka

spruce the VHF line was rotated about its long axis without noticeable

effect on Its Impedaice. During measuzrements in the red alder, the line

was tilted up from horizontal at ose end, and also raised in its entirety

to several different heights (6, 8, and 12 It) above earth without causing

more thau a 10-percent change in the results. The same order of effect

applies to a shift axially of about 1/16 wavelength.

Th.e maximum radius of effect about each OWL was also checked, atIB
* ]the iirst current node from the input, by body proximity. This varied

from 2 to 3 ft for the VHF OWL to 3 to 10 ft for the HF OWL.

IF
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V SOURCES Or PROABLE ERROR

A. THEORETICAL ERROR

Several sources of probable error are inherent in the theoretical

assumptions underlying the use of transmission lines in a foliage

medium. The mobt important are:

Scattering--,catterine introduces some error (see Sec. II-1).

Measured values of o may be low by a few percent at HF if the model is

reasonable, but scattering experiments in forests indicate a much more

complex problem, especially at VHF, whose aspects will be Investigated

under a separate program.

Detuning by Medium--Imbalance between the two transmission-line

conductors causes some radiation, hence en error in o and 0 as calcu-

lated from impedance measurements. An attempt to compensate was made

by careful choice of foliage of relatively uniform density. (See,

however, Fig. 15 and Sec. IV-B.) An imbalance can be detected by

comparing open with short impedances and by observing Z computed from
0

measurements at different line lengths (Z° should be mostly real, Zoc

and Z mostly imaginary--and conjugate).

Axial Inhomogeneity of the Sample Medium--Variations in the density

of the foliage medium in the direction of the OWL conductors will cause

the medium to "look different" to the OWL short-ended from the situation

during open-ended measurement, The result is that ARC Z 00

1/2 (ARG Z ~+ ARG Z ) becomes larger than what one would meas'.re in an1/ • oc sc

homogeneous medium, perhaps enough to Xncrease a, 5, or a values by ten

times. One will rarely find an hodoeneous medium, but this *ffect can

be minimized in normalization by partially neglecting ARG Z0 , by shift-

ing the OWL axially or by swapping input-ends for the OWL, and averaging

impedances, or by obtaining very many readings and applying statistics,

as discussed in Sec. VI.
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8horting Detweem Canductors--Thies becomes a problem when the

foliage surfaces are very wet. In the Bob rain forest we solved It by

Insulating the VHF OVL within Its Fiberglas cam*,* at the macrifice of

so"e accuracy (perhaps by a factor of 1.6). We also tried spraying the

conductors with an insulating coating: Epoxy paint worked very well on

the BY OWL, but since the MY OWL has a trombone section, its terminal

end was necessarily bare. We foel that flexible neoprene rubber tubing

stretched about each conductor may serve to Insulate the VHF (ML with-

out Impairing its tuning capability.

Termination of Transmission Lines--The short termination is

excellent but the open Is limited by air conductivity. Effects of

foliage should be eliminated at the open end by removing foliage

touching conductors.

B. EXPEIMMNAL ZRROtQ1I

Probable errors ariuing from the experimental and analytical

Tý techniques used are estimated as:

K Bridge Realings--Impedance can be read and computed to within

1.5 percent.

Linear Measurements--For the VHF line, lengths can be measuredii accurately to ±0.5 -m (:tC.OO0lX at 50 mft). HF' line lengths are known to
better than *0.O0lk at 30 M~z.

Rride Sesitiit--The bridges detect a change in length of less

than 0.001 wavelength (when the VHFP line Is b~eing tuned).
Computing Errors--The error in ot Is abcout ±3 percent; 0 error in

1. about *0.5 percent in the resonant technique, *4 percent in the impedance

technique.

Sig~na eratorm--Frequency can be read to *0. 1 percent fro

instrument dials. (go frequency counter has yet been used.)

CA hand-model hair dryer was used to keep the contents of the case dry.
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VI RECOMUNDED SAMPLINI TrMHNIQUIJS

The recommendations in this rectioa are based on experience gained

in obtaining and analyzing the data presented in the previous sevtions.

A. SAMPLING FOLIAGE WITH T11Z VHF OWL

Two people should be able to set up and operate the VHF eqvipment

without difficulty. The tranimission line with its Fiberglas case

weighs about 35 lb and if it is left in its case can .e carried ana

placed by one person.

The most important condition to remember when placing the line in

vegetation is that the medium surrounding the line should be approxi-

mately homogeneous. If large stems are equally distributed on either

side of the line, serious unbalancing of the line can be avoided; but

vegetation may touch the Fiberglas case without significant effects.

The distribution of vegetation is not critically important, but it

should appear to be about equal when the line is viewed end-on. Foliage

should not be allowed to intrude between the conductors of the trombone

termination, because it may impair the quality of the open circuit.

Foliage may touch the shorting disc.

Each setup can provide two sets of effective values for the dielec-

tric characteristics of the foliage medium if the line Is first tuned to

resonance for one set of readings, then extended to some other length

for another set. The procedure has been to find short-circuit resonance,

SA preliminary procedure must be followed when the Boonton (2aiA) WX
meter is used to measure the OWL impedance. Before connection of the
Boonton to the OWL through the appropriate half-wave coax balun, the
Boonton signal generator must be tuned to the resonant frequency of
the balun. This is done by connecting the balun to a dummy OWL input
adaptor and adjusting the instrument's frequency until the meter will
null when the capacitance drum is set at (or very near) zero, as

77
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note the resonant length and Impedance (resistive only), and check tLe

amber of quarter wavelength@ in the resona!t length (we usually used

three at 50 Mz). Those mesurements provide enough information to cal-

culateB and Cr to a good approximation, when AIM is smallt.

21T 4 4
; O -RUS

Veor ; X m. 2 ftTo o 0

r o/

whore

x. resonant line length In moters

= wavelength in medium In meters

V p wave phase velocity

fo operating frequency (Hz)

C X speed of light in vacuum (3 X 108 meters/sec).

If Zo, the characteristic impedance of the line (in the foliage

medium), were known, we could also obtain y from the resoaance

measurements:

described In tae appendix tz the Boonton manual." The dial readings
under this condition are noted as:

ft--the operating frequency (read with a counter)
HgB--the balun resistance
CB--the balun capacitance (kept to less than 0.15 picoFarads)

and held as initial conditions for the succeeding measurements with
the (t.ý If the frequency is to be changd, this procedure must be
repeated with the proper belun cut to resonate at the new frequency.

t Note that none of the permeters discussed in this sectiL•i are Uormal-
ied to air data, They represent measured quantities related to the
OnL configuration as well as to the sample medium.
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4RBR

I 0~
R R

ZR = %B- RR (for the Boonton RX meter with coax balun input)

where the approximation for • is valid whenever

Z
z0~

-0-O.15
Z R

and

ZR Impedance of the line (resistive at short-circuit
resaonance •)

= impedance of the balun (resistive alone at open-
circuit resonance)

R = resonant resistance of the line and balun as read
from the Boonton RX meter.

To find Z for the calculation above, ae must make an independent ,
pair (open- and short-circuit) of impedance measurements at some new liae
length xz, chosen such that the sensing volume for the line with open-

circuit termination will be equivalent to the sensing volume with shorted

termination.

The sensing radii for the two cases may be readily checked when the

line is in air, by human body proximity at the current node nearest the

input to the line. Theoretically, xZ should be X\/S longer than the

resonant length, xR, to balance open and short effects. However, with

the Boonton RX meter and coax balun, we obtained our best results when

x ywas about X /16 longer than xz. Use of Instruments other than the

Boonton (25CA) will require checkout in air to find the boat way of

esticsting xZ for later application in foliage.

If two impedance measurements are made with xi constant, one with

j ~the line open, one with. the line shorted, the readings taken with the

PI meter are:

Iaf ,i
A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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CO dilral ro-ono o aluaino .

Ito Co dial readings from Boonton for calculation of Z.,

%, Co I dial readig f,,om Dooto, for calclati.on of •

z - lie l.gth.

lbte 0 m.y be found:

Zo . zz,•1/2

whero both Zoc and Zse may be calculated for the Boonton (250A) rea.Iings
from *be •emeral expression

(.i -L - jw (C - ce)

l 1)2 + w(C - CD)

Here,

R - either R or i
0

C = either *C or

depedinC on whether Zoc or Zsc is to be calculated, and

T a balun trimstforstion ratio, approximately 4L/0° for the
coax bCllUn, 3 g ard a re the initial conditions !or
the belun, and

0

From Zt ° and atc, * and 0, the components of the *easured propalttion

constant r (not normalized) cav be calculated, sinwe

1 - zc/Z1 8 ~x Lu I. O't• I + -c 0

* I~ .istlrances are in kilohs and capacitarnce. in pico~arnds, then
w.'fX 10-9, ithto mn l:

S60
-0 1~t~* "1 i~u Ocaaiacsi ioasa h

w 24f 0 lo-9, ithto I Rz



or

,- t. - a)n

xz = llne lmnwtb at which Z se, Z oc we" measured

a = real compo-ent of Z sc/z°0

b = imaginary component of Z se/Z°0
k = 2N - 1

N * number of helf-wavelengths /2) In which xZ Is cokta'..

Since the volumese sensed by the ORL are approximately raaoi dsl of

revolution, the data from the two neasnuramets (resonance and opena-short)

discussed above do not rmpresent any convenient volume of the follfte

medium about the line. A schematic of the situation Is shown In

Fig. 37, There, for simplicity, only half cross sectionus of the active

reg1onA are used. Obviously, If one wanted to sample a cylindrical

volume of foliage, he could approximate the condition fairly well at

any single frequency by shifting[ the OWIL along[ its long• !t•L by m/4 and

repeating the two measurawtsa s in the first setup, the uitag thelr

moan. If more precision to desired, four setups night, be aod", with

axial aLft Of X/8 between each, at On* frequncy.

B. SAPLNG FOLIAGE WITS TIM 7 OW/L

Bare, technique Is quite Important; and the lprevious rvearts con-

cornl~ng plac~iment of the VRF 01F for goo foliage distribtiMton alpply

tImost as critically to tho aluminam OWL. Tuning by extenson of the

R] Ila* is rDt practical. Instead. oepersting fr•quencte should be

chosen such that (2n - 1) at/8 wavhieh th (a . 1, 2, 3 ... ) occur alowes

the existig length of tsened The (lL arequired froximactel can be

redlily calculated for the several avallt OsbetL lesnths for the cmse
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Table II

0PTIM.M F3BIU NIES PDR TX HF TRANMSSION LINZ

No. of XXZ n0 fo k
, (t) (meters) (moters) (m)Sections

1 22 6.7 1 17. 8667 16.791 1
2 42 12.8 1 34.1333 8.789 1

3 9.3091 32.227

S62 18.9 1 50.40 5.952 1

3 1J.74.5 k1.825 5
5 7.9579 37.698 9

4 82 25.0 1 66.667 4,5 1
S3 18.182 16.5 5

5 10.526 28.5 9

5 102 31.05 1 82.800 3.623 1
3 22.54182 13.265 5

5 13.0737 22.947 9
7 9.200 32.61 13

The number of quarter-wavelengths contained in zZ. Ths recur-
sion formula is

'Zr

Sx z n nodd
0 4n - 1

t Twice the numbei of half-wavelenths in which x. is contawed,
less one (usod in the equation for coMputatioti of 5).

8I
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Two men can handle the setup job, but for maximum safety and effi-

ciency it is preferable to have four to six. They will take about one

day to sqt up the entire line (120 ft long) in foliage of medium density

(visibility fairly good; about 3 ft between stems).

The sampling volume of the HF line can be varied from 22 to 122 ft

in length. if the lmngth is to be varied, it will be easier te begin

with the 22-ft length and progress by adding pipe sections. Removal of

pipe sections is likely to procee4 with difficulty and railom sequonce.

As with thn other line, it is important that the HF OWL open termination

be free of foliage between conductors, to a reasonable extent, especially

in wet weather. This technique of varying OWL leagth should provide the

best estimites of foliage parameters, if the results for the various .

=en.gths are averaged for each frequency. S
If enough frequency diversity can be introduced in the HF OWL meaqure-

ments at each "stat'.on' (including all possible lengths of the HF line),

the t.ean of h results at each frequency will provide effective dielec-

tric constant (complex) values for a cylindrical volume at least 7 ft in

diameter about the long axis of the line. (Probably six frequencies,

such as 3.62, 4.5, 5.95, 8.79, 13.28, anJ 16.5 MHz from Table II, would

sulice, but it is well to include some frequencies near 30 MHz, alao.)

This is e rather rough technique: it will not provide the best definition

of the variation of loss in the sample as a functio2 f frequency.

To obtain good statistics for a grove or other volume of vegetation,

lateral mover.en; (horizontal and probably vertical) of the'HF line in

10 foot increments will be necessary. (We do not recommend moving the

HF lir e axially without shifting its supports.) This will require knock-

down and re-assembly of the line involving perhaps threc weeks' time to

measure a gro;e I00 by 40 ft, with three days of work per measurement

station. (This is not enough time for jungle operationa, but may be

adequate in Temperate Zone forests.)

For OWL measurements we define a station as the position or positions

(of either OWL) required to sample one cylindrical volume (of the
medium surrounding the line) having a length equal to the greatest
OWL length used in obtaining the sample5 at that position.
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Although vertical movement at one setup position is possible with

extension poles, it would require removal of the pipe (conductors)

except for vegetation having a predominantly vertic~il pattern (for

example, bamboo). Alternatively, a set of rope slings might be employed,

especially in the less dense foliage.

The primary results from HF OWL measurements will be in the form

oc sc=

where

R = measured resistance

X = measured reactance,

if a series-substitution impedance bridge such as the General Radio 1606-A

is uaed., This bridge has an unbalanced input, which requires a balun

connection to the OWL.J Half-wave resonant coax balans will not be effi-

cient enough for the HF line. We used toroid baluns wound for the fre-

quency range. The balanced terminals of these baluns had about 2-Inch

spacing, and the spacing was spread out to 40 inches at the OWL by

80-inch extension rods. The bridge was zero-balanced through the balun,

etc., by connecting a shorting rod or plate across the 40-inch end of

the spreader extensions. This method affects the transformation ratio

of the balur and coax (and is quite dependent on length of coax botween

bridge and balun). But since only impedance ratios are used in calcu-

lating * and 5, tht, uncertainty cancels in the equations.

* Generally, Z = TER + j (X - Xo)/:fo(Jrz) where L0 is the ea-o.-balance

bridge reactance setting. But se General Radio instruction manuals
for speciflt equipment. 1 2

t balancod input bridge, such as the Wayne Kerr, Ltd. Model 3-801,
would be ideal in this application If the detector could be suffi-
ciently well shielded from the OWL.
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The Impedances calculated from the R *JX readings for the BF line

ae them use In the equations relating Z and Z to Z and r as dis-
002 se 0

cussed for the VHF line.

C. CALIBRATION OF OWL IN AIR

The radius of effect for both OWLs should be checked (preferably by

proximity to earth) periodically, especially whenever new measuring

instruments (including will detectors) are employed. At the same time,

one should ascertain the optimum VHY line length to use for xZ, by

determining the length that causes near-equal radii of effect for open

and shorted terminatio.is.

If possible, calibration for control data in the air should always

be done before and after mesuurements in foliage, under the same atmo-

spheric conditions and with the sare OR lengths.

D. NORIALIZING SAMPLS DATA 110 AIR VALUES

Following a development similar te that of Kirkseether,1 we have

attempted to balance out the errors inherent in the OWL impedance mea-

surement technique by using a comparison to a standard of calibration:

air. If OWL length is held constant during both sample and cintrol

measurements, and frequency is approximately invariant, the parameters

of the sample medium can theoretically be computed without regard to

inherent OWL losses, minor input circuit imbalance, etc. Using primed

symhols to represent results of control measurement in air, the subscript

n for normalized parameters, and beginning with the expression for the

pr%',-gation constant from Sec. II:

To transform impedance through any length I of lossy transmission line,
when the open and short impedances have been measured at A, and the
unknown, Z, connected at A, results in a measured Z

Zoc (z - z)
0cm

Zoc Zm
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where r is the non-normalized propagat.4.on constant, as .easur•, we can

uiow write normalized foliage coinstants:

It X

,ZZ

and the other parameters follow from thesee W. Z/2

a = w2g

rn = rn

froI

adthe othoert par"(•ameer folo fro these!S IA n V-,m•tst

realized~ in usa conet 6 inded it n- h f$• I t. ht

2c

nn
n

U n +in

This last equation gives the normalized propagation constant. Note that

the components of r (cr and 0) in Secn. 11, VT-A, and VT-B, are not nor-

malized in that context; indeed, it is the 0 o~f Sn. 11 (etc.) that,

when computed for an air measurement, must be assigned the role of 01

for normalization.

One further point. The characteristic impedance of the 3L in the

sample, Z., appears twice in succession during the normalization. And

A" Z controls first the magnitude of the real pert of r (hence of

A I I') then, later both Am r and AM Z control Che magnitude of

the loss tangent:

6 cot £Amir-ANZ 0n

= cot Cfcn (AG Zo, o " Z, 0Z ve fen(AMGZ)
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• B1. AFMLZING XPIPWq• OF AN V W-IGBf NOM MIDlUM

jl ~ve w. h'hen the VNF 0111 is left In Its Fielbrglas case, It will be

S~sensitive to the m~ditn in the vicinity of the case, and if this medium

S~~~Is "~t really helnou the OWL will behave as if more than the actual

lot*** were Incurred In the medium. This arises from the axial in~omo-

geneity of the medium, and will be more pronounced when the Fiberglas
case to removed. Since the characteristic Impedance (Zo) of an OWL In

any dielectric soims contains a compact representation of the medium

Itself, and to relatlvý)ly easy to compute, we recommend Z as the primary
0

check on bhavior of an OWL In relation to the medium Mathematically,
the Impdne per unit length and admittance per unit length art functions I

of the electrical characteristics of the medium and of the transmission

line itselxf:

z~ r +-JWL y g + JwC

where r, the resistanctr per unit length of the OWI., depends primarily

on the conductivity of the OWL~ canductors. Also, in a non-magnetic

medium, L, the inductance per unit length of thO OWL, depends primarily

on the inductance of the OWL conductors.. However, thc conductance per

unit length, g, depends almost entirely on the conducti'ity of the medium

4 about the conductors and the capacitance per unit length, C, depends on

the dielectric constant of the medium. Thus Z represents the ,dium

as well as the OWL:

zo = g + C

In air, a sodium whore conductivity a - 0 and whose permittivity

t 1, we expect to find that Z ti almost entirely real, and relatively

large, because with low-less conductors r 0 0; with low leakage through

the sodium a 0; with low ar, C is small; and

z
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which Is the familiar low-loss formula of transmission line theor.. If

we now consider a non-lossy medium other than air, having a larget valie of

S¢r (for example 4), we find the characteristic impedance r*4uc. t•

0 C 4C o
r

. where primes indicate values we had in air. Ixtendiug this approach

* further, to a lossy dielectric medium (a < we) we cin approximate

z w e L C

2 2
r

SThus in a lossy med ium , Z 0shoul e h av o. en argtu n, nt given

S~approximatelyv 
byo

SZ • . Arct aL-..

0~ gCjsC Ig c

r 
r

but since a
0

I

where a i'I the conduactivity of the lossy dielectric medium,

Z 1S IArctai. a

•- 
r o

S~and i.f the loss tangrent of the medium Is

SI,

899-
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we have

1
AND Z Arctan 6

or

ow~ tan 2 ANZ

We expect, thereforo, to find a complex characteristic impedance

for amy lousy dielectric medium, whose argument (or phase angle) is

poslitive. Moreover, the magnitude of Z 0for an OWL in such a medium

must be mailer than It was in air. The ratio

z0

provides most of the information about the dielectric constant of the

medium (relative to that for air); the ARG Z indicates the lousiness of

the medium.

W* measure Z by reading the OWL input impedance with its far end
0

first aborted by a large aluminum disc, then left open. From these

readings ,

zo

is used to generate Z0 , in both air and foliage media. This technique

suffers In Its accuracy fromn the poor axial symetry found in almost any

foliage medium. Since the medium Is essentially a dielectric, only the

electric fl,ý'd (I field) about the OWL. conductors is affected by thej

foliage (to any measurable extent). But the E field collapses to nearly

zero In the vicinity of a voltage wme on a transulavion line (refer to

Fig. 37). Thus there io no I field near points along the OWL. at the

shorted end and at n)(,'2) distant from the short. then the end io open,

this pattern of nodes (and 9 fields) is shifted axially by X/4. The
effect Is one of having two entirely different meodia represented In Z0

900
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one by Z, the othex 'v 4-c" If inhomogeneity is appreciable, the

ARG Z can become quite large, even though a in the fcliage is actually0

small, proucing spurious values of effective conductivity, attenuation,

etc., for the foliage.

The representation of dielectric constant will also be in error,

but to a lesser extent, since fur foliage, er is bound to be between

1.0 and 2.0, and is generated from a ratio of large numbers, since

I1 ~ B' ,and Am r 90o:

Z' Irl sin (AMr - Ao z)W 0o

The best way to overcome this difficulty is to make enough measure-

ments so that such errors take on a random nature and can be reduced

through statistical analysis. A simpler (though crude) approach would

be to shift the OWL axially by X/4 between measurements and use mean

impedance values in computations. Whenever these have not been the sam-

pling techniques used, one may a.tempt to minimize the effect of axial

inhomogeneity during the normalization procedurs, as we did for all OWL

data in this report taken after August 1965, simply by neglecting ARG Z0

in the equation for computing the normalized loss tangent. AMG Z still
o

controls the real part of f, and the double dependency of 6 on AMG Zn o
is thus reduced one order:

S= cot CAP r]

cot [fcn (ARG Z , MO Z Z )
0 0 OC

The removal of -AMG Z from the expression for 6 must always result
o n

in a decrease of apparent loss, for ARG r must be positive in the physical

realm, while AMG Z must be positive (or very near zero) for any suc-

cessful measurement. Thus the neglect of AMG Z once in the analysis0

amounts to a tinimization of the effect of axial inhomogeneity on foliage

loss measurements. It does not affect the value of s significantly.
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1P. BTATIUTCAL HANDLING OF INULTS

A measuremnsat station has been defined (for our purposes) am~ a

peeltion or set of positions of the transmission line required to gene-rate

eimoog data to describe (via mean results) a cylindrical volume of the

medliu surrounding the line. The statistical approach may be readily

extende to encompass any volume of foliage if a regular sampling pro-

cedure io followed by the field erews.

Consider a grove of trees, and Imagine an array of measurement

stations within the grove, as shown In Fig. 38. If we require the station
array to be regular--rectangular, with a constant interval botween sta-

tions In both the horizontal and the vertical directirons--we can assign

station labels as shown and convert the array to a "sampling matrix"

for data processing. Thus, the c~enter station of the matrix would be

designated C-3 in the example, and if the (constant, coe nearly so)

Interval* between stations were known, the grove couild be described

________________OF VHF. 36 AINGMARI

CAbout 2 ft for the VHF lins, 10 ft for the HF line.
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statistically from various averages of the mean rossults obtained at

each station, It would thus be posmible to form averages to describe

the grove in any desired manner, vertically, horizontally, for sub-

matrices, for the foliage perimeter, etc.; and distributional variance

in the sample could be studied.

For the first such sampling matrices, it will not be known h

many (or how few) stations are required to describe the properties of

the foliage well enough for the various uses of the data. Hance, an

overly dense set of stations s'-ould be used until the results can be

analyzed statistically. Therefore, the station interval should probably

be halved, and once a sampling matrix has been completely measured in

no"e volume of foliage, the matrix should be rotated 900 in the hori-

zontal plane and another measuront sot should be performed at all

stations of the matrix. A series of measurements with the GAL in the

vortical plane would also be valuable. Then, after all possible corro-

lations have been studied, an operational procedure can be established

for further field work.
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VII USES OF DATA

Forest dielectric-constant measurements provide a quick and repeat-

able method for comparing the electrical properties of farests. Prospect-

ing for radio-experiment field sites migt. be done by using the VHF

transmission line, a battery-powered transawitter (30 to 75 MNz), a

General Radio Model 1601 VHF bridr., and a battery-powered receiver.

Tho men could pack the instrum, nts. A helicopter could also be used.

Data gathered systematical.y at checkpoints through a forest wculd

give an indication of the usefulness of a lossy dielectric slab model

,usually assumed to be homogeneous) in propagation theory. Thcse data

might also be a guide to the choice of the effective electricai prop-

erties to be included in theoretical work, especially the calculation

of average effect on antenna radiation patterns and impedances.

The measurements already performed provide a near-zero-distanciv

path loss intercept missing in the data* of Herbstreit 1 ' Jansky aid

Bailey"', and the Ne-w Zealand Department of Scientitic and Industrial

Research". The SRI measurements compare well with the aforementtoned

resu•ts, as in Fig. 39, and they provide the aielectric consta•t an

well. If it is possible to model the decay of an effective Yt as a

function of distance ýFig. 39"T. the OWL m-_asurements could be 290d to

obtain an estimate of the 9:ale 'zero-range interceptý, permitting

inference of ra4Ao propagation characteristizs at a distance in a forest

of knoin average el.ctrie'U properties and height.

' Where path-los data were given by theme researchers, the slopes of

ioss-vs.-dist4nce curves were taken to represent attenuation, cr.

t Such a model is Lvsilable from recent work by Sachs and Wyett".

but a more straightforward apFroacfi seews desirable.
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Finall.7 the techniques 4;scussed offer the possibility, by
mathematical conversioi from a and/ar 6 te iractional water volume

n ' rn

(see See. II) cr biodensity (Apnendix), of providing forest moisture-

co'tten* readings of a quantitative nature, whereby fire danger alerts

might b.ý standardized and &,•lted to the actual foliage conditions,

rather than to air humidity.

10--1 7

SRI MEASJREME,',TS - MENLO PARK

0 50 MHz IN FRESHLY CUT OAK 23 JULY
A 50 MHz IN LIVINC POiSOrl OAK 8k VINES
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FIG. 39 COMP.,I-SON OF PATH-LOSS ATTENUATION RATES AS A FUNCTION
Cr RANGE WiTH ZERO-RANGE ATTENUATION RATES
FROM OWL MEASUREMFNIS
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Appendix

EXPERINMMTS TO RZIATS BIODESITY
TO VHF OWL MRAWRMIXTS

1. INTRODUCTION

The SRI VHF OWL was used to measure the attenuation a and phase

constant 0 of quasi-transverse electromagnetic (TIE) waves traveling

along its length through a pile of freshly cut willow boughs. The

willows, obtained at Searsville Lake, near Menlo Park, California--

between 1000 and 1600 PDT, 20 October 1965--were crisscrossed in a pile

contained in a wooden bin, which in turn rested on a scale (se Fig. A-l).

The changing weight of the drying willow rarple was observed, and the

effective complex dielectri.c constant within the sample was measured by

use of the VHF OWL (enclosed in its Fiberglas case). The goal of the

experiment was to determine whether a correlation existed between the

OWL measurements and the weight of the willows (indicating the frac-

tional volume of water remaining in the sample). The two sets of data

may presumably be related by the theory of dielectric mixtures, as will

be discussed,

The effective permittivity, attenuation, and conductivity of the

sample were calculated from impedance measurements as described in

Sec. VI and normalized to air data.

2. FRACTIONAL VOLUME OF WATER

The initial weight of the entire apparatus (see Fig. A-2) was

1312 lb at 1800 on 20 October, within six hours of the foliage cutting.

After the weight stopped changing (about 23 October), the apparatus

weighed 1058.5 lb. The (constant) weight of the wooden bin and OWL

was 374 1b. The values given correapond to a weight lose of about

300 lb of water (assuming that some was lost before the experiment),
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or a dininishmeut of about 30 percent by weight. Such a small change

with drying may be indicative of the seasonal state of the willow. If

we assume the entire weight change to have occurred from loss of water,

we may calculate the fraction of the sample volume that was water at

any time for which the weight is known. The total volume of the sample

was calcu'ated as 532 It , but, to be conservative, we use 500 ft

which corresponds with a cylindrical volume of 4-ft radius and 20-ft

length, representing the active sensing region of the transmission line.

Only the weight at the time of interest and the final "dry" weight of the

sample are needed to obtain the fractional volume of water Fw, if the

total volume of the sample is known.

As an example, we calculate F for the first weight obtained,
w

1800 local time, 20 October 1965.

Dry sample weight = 684.5 lb

Weight at 1800, 20 October = 937 lb.

Thus, the weight of the water contained at 1800, 20 October was

252.5 lb; its volume was

252.5 X 1.6 X 10 = 4.03 ft

Then F at that time was
w

p 4.03 8.O8 X 10-3

for the fractional volume of water contained.

3. RELATING OWL MEASURERMTS TO BIODENSITY

In order to correlate transmission-line measurements with weight

(or blodenaity) measuremints 1ae upon the sample of cut willow boughs,

we wish to ,tsess the effective permittivity of the sample independently.

This can be done by applying the theory of dielectric mixtures if the

constituents of the mixture (willow sample) can be described well enough.
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The parameters needed are the Intrinsic permittivity (€/€o) of each

constituent and the fractional volume occupied by each in the mixture.

Neglecting leaves, which were crisply dry even before cutting and made

up a very small portion of the total material (especially by weight),

we had a mixture of unbound (or free to evaporate at normal temperature

and pressure) water, air, and wood cellulose containing perhaps 10 or

20 percent water as bound water (which wouid evaporate only if the wood

were oven-dried).

The fractional volume of unbound water was found by weighing at

intervals until the sample weight ceased to change; the permittivity

of this water was taken as 30 (it probably contains soluble salts, but

less of them than sea water, ',hich has permittivity of 81). These

parameters are Fw and 6w, respectively.

The parameters for the wood cellulose (and its bound water) were

obtained by cutting small stem samples and testing them for permittivity

(as was done by Pounds and LaGronel) and for specific gravity. Then the

fractional volume of cellulose was found by comparing the "dry" density

of the entire willow sample with that of the average of the stem samples.Si0-2,
The cellulose fraction was 4.6 X 10 , called F c. The permittivity

measurements yielded 6 , which lay between 4.7 and 6.5. We thus have

the parameters required for all significant constituents of the mixture,

since, for air:

C = 1.0
A
F A =1-F - F.

We hau hoped to compare our 6 values for willow with Independent

determinations, but a cursory search of the literature has revealed no

data on the permittivity (or relative dielectric constant) of willow or

any other hardwood measured under co-ditions other than perfectly dryI (except buckeye, oak, and Wych elm; buckeye when 10- to 20-percent mo1sL

has i O 4 according to Skaar'T). Hearmon and Burchamle tested oak and

Wych elm throughout the radio-frequency spectrum, which is what is needed,

but they worked with very wet (70- to 75-percent moisture content) wood.
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a Reference Data for Radio Engineers1 ' gives r for hardwoods In the fre-r
quency range 10 to 100 MHz of the order 1.8 to 2.7, these being dry-wood

valus.

Having found c , which we will take as 4.7, and F for the willowC

stem cellulose (including bound water), we can now limit e for the entire

mixture of unbound water, wood, and air. The lower limit on 9, which

corresponds to dielectric slabs in series throughout the sample volume

Is given by:

0n F

or

F F~ F
+1-F -F-r C w c

Simplifying,

= F -L 1 + FI_ +
Er .w /ic

and, employing

€= 80
w

=r 4.7
c

SF = 4.6 X 10 -2

we get

-r (0.9638 - 0.9875F)

for the lower limit of effective permittivity of the willow/air/water

sample as a function of the fractional volume of unbound water it con-

tains at any given time.

This follows the development given in Sec. 11-D.
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The upper limit on ¢ r corresponding to dielectric slabs in parallel,

Is given by:

n

r= iL IFI

or

= 1.17 + 79F7 .

If the sizes and orientations of the various sample constituents

cin be determined, it ia possible to establish a discrete formula for

Cr rather than simply bounding it. (For instance, a combination of

the developments of Wiener 7 and of Kock* might be used to describe the

sample as a dielectric lens, as suggested by Pounds and La Grone'.)

But we consider such a treatment uncalled for in the analysis of the

simple experiment attempted here.

The relationship between 9 as measured with the OWL (Fig. A-3)
rn

and the weight of the willows is quite linear during the evaporation

of the first 60 or 70 percent of the water. We can define biodensity

as the total weight of the willow boughs divided by their volume (as was
done for the scale of Fig. A-4). Observe that when there is a reasonable

-* amount of bloplasm in the boughs there is, again, a linear relationship.

It is the blodensity that can be related to biomass and specific gravity

as defined by L. T. Burcham,t given data on the heights of the trees

covering the areas for rhich biomass is determined. Burcham defines

bicatass:

TrN4 3 term Is used for the liquid forming the fractional volume assumedS~to have been. lost when the cut willows dried out--assuaied to be mostly
4 water with some mineral salts, etc.

t L. T. Burcham, "A Method for btimating Biom&ss of 'rupical forest*,"

SkAPA Projct AGILE Memorandutm (29 April and 12 October 1635)--not
published.
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FIG. A.3 CORRELATION OF t. WITH WATER CONTENT OF WILLOW

"Biomass refers to the total quantity of plant material
In a given plant or plants, or on a speoct.r1- area. It
usually is expressed in terus of weight per plant or
weight per unit area. and Is directly related to Noth
the cubic content (volume) and specific gravity."

Sp.cific gravity as uped by BMrcham Is presumed to be .ropor-,4onol vo blo-

density as used in this report, with the constant of proportionality

being the density of water (in lbift 3 ).

Values of F obtained from aelghing the willow xaple as It 0ried,

-twn subetituted in the above relations, produced the empirical C curves

sbown in Fig. A-4, where thvty are compared with the C values obtainedrn

from transmission-line measurements taken concurrently. Figure A--4
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is a correlation plot, showlng the relationships of both methods of

gianing effective permittivity to the biodensity of thc sAmple. Either

the sample geometry was nearly that of dielectric slabs in series (which

seems unlikely), or the presonce of •ae Fiberglas case atout the OWL

caused a reduction ir. the 4 values obtained with the ")WL. A•uumlngr

the latter, we can obtain a rough correction factor to compensate for

the presence of the case.

Assuming that the sampl.e geometry was essentially one of parallel

slabs, we adopt the upper (dashed) limit as reference anid form the

tuncticns

±) (a rn-1)

Comparinm these over the range shown in rig. A-4, we find that

max rn

where C here repre•rnts a result of a mearurement with the VHF OWL
rn

encased in the Fiberglas cylinder. Thus, an approximate correction to

account for the preence of Lhe Fiberglas (or absence of some of the sample

medium), is to multiply the erroneous value of permittivity, less one, by

about 5, ant' ada unity.

The dielectrJc cc .it of water is presumed to be relatively insen-

sitive to the type an-. quantity ef mineral salts dissolved in the water,

kihe dielectric constant o2 distill- water is aboit 80 and that for a

typical sea water sample about 31.) Thus, for our discus3lon, e is con-
r

aitered independent of the conauctivity of the b.oplasm. kigure A,-5

showing C as a functlon oC Fw, indicates that when there was water in

tke .-oughs tho air/water mixture dominated the xIinplex dielectric coi'-

stant so far as C iq ce-icerned.
rn
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FIG. A-5 CORRELATION OF •r WITH WATER CONTENT OF WILLOW

Let us now turn to the scaling of conductivity for the willow sample.

4. C010 IVITY

The condu-.tivity of the biopla'im, av, is found from the theory of

the Le'plex dielectric constant of mixtures from

a -Ov F

S-, oa volume of: water, Fo•, has been used to obtain ar.

Figure A-6 shows av and the attenuation resulting from its distri-

bution throughout the sample as functions of the sample weight. Note

the correspondence between inflection points of the two curves. The

conductivity of tha wood increases as water evaporates from it, probably

"because of tae resulting increase in the concentration of the salts
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C. .7,, '1.• .

dissolved in the bioplasm. This effect Is apparently not enough to

offset the lose of fractional water volume, P . wlh.!h causes attenuationW"
to decrease. The a variation was nearly linear, however, during then
first day after tho willows were cut, indicating a near balsace between

the two effects until about 1400 on 21 October.

The apparent fluctuations in the av curve occurring before 1600 on

21 October seem to correspond to xhe rate of water evaporstion, as can

be seen by the comparison in Fig. A-7. Note that C',v can apparextly be

extrapolated backward in time for about one day, indicating that the

intrinsic conductivity o2 the living willow foliage (before noon

20 October) may have been 0.03 mho/meter.

Note also the correspondence between av, % and 6 curves for the• n rn
willow sample, with regard to the fluctuations beginning after 21 October,

when about 70 percent of the water hAu evapcv-ated from the bioplasm.

Their variation with time, though ill-defi! d, seems oscillatory, and

may arise from the increasing importarce of the diurnal transpiration

cycle of the sample (which includes the effect of air humidity), which

may involve the exchange of enough water in the last stages of drying

to pcduce the fluctuations observed. Further study of this phenomenon

I is planned.

- '
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